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\'kii L INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 
~~R-ESTIMATING THE DEMAND FOR 

NONCONSUMPTIVE WILDLIFE 
RECREATION 

public interest in wildlife and wildlife- 
related activities extends well beyond the 
traditional hunting and fishing activities. In 
1980, approximately 29 million individuals 

1 
I ( 1 6 , ~ e G  and older) took trips primarily to 
'I observe wildlife while 83 million (49 per- 
1 cent of population 16 years and older)-ob- 
i served s ~ i f i c a l l y  wildlife in both residen- 
I tial and-nonresidential settings (USFWS 
I 1982). Moreover, there are at least 18 na- 

tional conservation or wildlife-related orga- 
nizations with memberships ranging from 

? 5,000 in the American Birding Association 
I/ to 4.2 million in the National Wildlife Fed- 

(I 
eration. 

'@e extent of participation in these ac- 

;I tivitjes reflects a substantial demand for the 
+, 

products of wildlife management and yet, 
with few notable exceptions (Cicchetti 
1973; Bishop 1978; Hay and McConnell 
1979. 1984). the relationship between man- 

, agement programs and nonconsumptive 
I wildlife recreation has not been investi- 

gated. Just as economic studies have con- 
tributed greatly to managers' knowledge of 
the-value of wildlife resources for fishing 1 an& hunting (Brown, Singh, and Castle 

I 1965; Hammack and Brown 1974; Gum and 
Martin 1975; Bishop and Heberlein 1979; 1 McConneU and Strand 1981; Kealy and 
Bishop 1986). so they can inform on the 1 I value and extent of nonconsumptive uses 

I 1 1  I 

of wildlife, and the sensitivity of those uses 
to changes in management programs. 

In this paper we provide information for 
the wildlife management community and 
the public trustees by developing a model ;I to estimate first, the probability of partici- 
pation and second, the number of hours 
people observe, photograph, and feed wild- 
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life away from the home cpnditional on par- 
ticipation. The model is used to show how 
participation in these activities may be 
changed with changes in habitat. In addi- 
tion, we use it to calculate a lower bound 
estimate for the total benefits from non- 
consumptive wildlife recreation trips in 
1980. The data used for estimation are 
from the 1980 National Survey of Fishing, 
Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated Recre- 
ation (USFWS 1982). 

XI. BRIEF REVIEW OF PREVIOUS 
EXAMINATIONS OF 

NONCONSUMPTIVE USES OF 
WILDLIFE 

Although many economists and other so- 
cial scientists have studied the demand for 
consumptive wildlife recreation, relatively 
few have investigated nonconsumptive rec- 
reational demand, and these investigations 
have been specific rather than wmprehen- 
sive. Bishop (1978) in his study of the Cali- 
fornia condor, considered the importance 
of nonconsumptive use, but his study was 
narrowly focused on that one species. Us- 
ing the 1%5 national survey of wildlife- 
associated recreation, Cicchetti (1973) esti- 
mated reduced form equations for bird 
watching and bird and wildlife photogra- 
phy. Although much broader in scope, this 
study is outdated. Hay and McConneU 
(1979) used the 1975 national survey to esti- 
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, . i participation equations for wildlife 
@g and wildlife photography, but 
@y could not estimate the intensity of 
oonconsumptive wildlife activity. Hay and 
McConne~ (1984) then estimated a joint de- 
&on model estimating participation be- 
tween two recreational activities: hunting 
;md nonconsumptive wildlife use. 

m. A MODEL OF NONCONSUMPTIVE 
RECREATIONAL USER HOURS 

Suppose that the individual's total nun- 
&r of hours spent fishing, hunting, and ob- 
serving, photographing, or feeding wildlife 
away from the home is separable from all 
other goods. Then the demand for each of 
these recreation activities can be estimated 
independently of the demand for all other 
goods. As in the typical travel cost demand 
model. we assume that the length of time 
the individual engages in the activity is pre- 
determined. However, following Kealy and 
Bishop (1986) we allow the exogenous time 
at the site to vary across individuals. Then. 
from the individual's perspective. the 
choice of how many trips to take to a partic- 
ular location is equivalent to the total num- 
ber of hours decision.I3 

If we treat a nonconsumptive user hour 
as a generic commodity, then one equation 
is sufficient for estimating the demand for 
visitor hours at all locations assuming that 
all site-specific characteristics and the fish- 
ing and hunting substitutes are controlled 
for. In this pooled framework. the equa- 
tions corresponding to the demand for 

is consistent with utility maximization if the 
integrability conditions are met.' 

2, = D, NU is the ith individual's total num- 
ber 06 nonconsumptive recreation hours 
spent at site j observing, photographing. 
andlor feeding wildlife at least one mile 
away from the home; 

DU is the ith individual's predetermined 
length of stay at site jf 

NII is the ith individual's number of trips to 
'kite j; 

= p,,,,ID,, is the ith individual's hourly 
pwmonetary cost of nonconsumptive recre- 

ation at site j including prorated expenses 
associated with traveling to and from the 
recreation site. hourly on-site casts, and 
prorated hourly &e$ght expenditures 
and pnu is the'ithibdiridual's total mone- 
tary cost of a trip to site j for nonwn- 
sumptive recreation; 

pm is the ith individual's hourly monetary 
cost of fishing at site j including prorated 
expenses associated with traveling to and 
from the recreation site, hourly on-site 
costs, and prorated hourly overnight ex- 
penditures; 

is the ith individual's hourly monetary 
of hunting at site j constructed in the 

same way as for fishing and nonconsump- 
tive recreation; 

t is the ith individual's time spent travel- 
''ing to and from site j per hour of noncon- 

sumptive recreation and one hour of 
on-site time; 

I, is the ith individual's income; 

hours at vadous l&tions areaonstcained~ 

'If we specify lrips as the dependent variable, how- 
ever. we lose the ability to allow time at the silc to 
vary across individuals. Therefore, we model the num- 
ber of hours decision. 

'This formulation remains under dispute by one 
referee. - - - - - We are still persuaded that the formulation is 

mkels (i.e.. va&ing parameter models) see iatewility to hold, the h p ~ e d  
Vaughan and Russell (1982) and Smith and utility function must be quasisoncave. For the Linear 
Desvousges (1985). Also, for a favorable demand model this requires that Z S -cpl~. Similarly, 
assessment of the perfomnce of the for the semi-lop specification the integrability condi- 

pooled travel cost demand model relative '0'0:z LzL:n dismCe traveled and 
to other demand models see Kling (1988). time the site is less than 0.1. Therefore. the exoge- 
The single equation demand system neity assumption appears plausible for these data. 
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i; is the ith individual's total discretionary 
time less time spent recreating at site j; 

q, is a vector of state and site quality char- 
acteristics and resource supply variables 
pertaining to site j; 

s, is a vector of individual i's characteris- 
tics; and 

e;l is the error term due to the random com- 
ponent of the individual's preferences for 
site j. 

Suppose that the consumer of noncon- 
sumptive uses of wildlife is at an interior 
solution in the labor market. Then because 
the individual can trade time for money at 
the margin, she faces only one constraint, 
w d  we can rewrite 111 combining time and 
income terms? Then. 

z~ G ( ~ u  + kwltU. Pf@ P6lje Id 
+ kwtTt, qj, st) + 8,  Dl 

of simply. 

ZU " G(PZU + kw,rzu* p/u. P*u. 1;. qj. st) + eu 
PI 

where, I; = I, + kw,T, and k is a constant 
proportion of the individual's wage rate, w,. 
We estimate two distinct specifications for 
[3], a linear and a semi-log to determine the 
sensitivity of welfare estimates to func- 
t i o d  form. Suppressing the subscript for 
the individual, the linear demand equation 
we estimate has the form 

2, = a's + P'qj + TPf, + b,,, + yI' 
+ ? ( P ~  + h t , )  + ej. r41 

We estimate equation [41 using two sepa- 
rate values for k,  30 and 60 percent, respec- 
tively. Similarly, the semi-log form we esti- 
mste is 

IV. A DESCRIPTION OF THE 
&TIMATION PROCEDURE AND HOW 

IT ACCOUNTS FOR SAMPLE 
' SELECTION PROBLEbfS 

Of the previous works cited above, only 
Ciqchetti (1973) reported estimates of fre- 

quency of nonwnsumptive use, but he us 
ordinarly least squares (OLS) methods. 
everyone in the relevant general populati 
participated in nonconsumptive wil 
recreation. then using OLS to estimat 
user hours equation would not lead to any 
selection bias problem. However, as has 
been documented in the recent recreational 
demand literature (Smith and Desvousges 
1985; Bockstael. Hanemann. and Strand 
1986; Kealy and Bishop 1986; Smith 1988) 
the failure to account for sample selection 
in the estimation of the frequency equation 
will bias the welfare estimates. 

As with most forms of outdoor recm 
ation, participation in nonconsumptive 
wildlife-related activities appeals to only a 
subset of the general population. In addi- 
tion, it is likely that the parameters that d e  
termine participation are different from 
those that determine the number of noncon- 
sumptive user hours. 

There are two alternative models that 
allow the participation and intensity of use 
decisions to depend upon different facton. 
The first. Heckman's selection b i icor -  
rected regression model, allows for the 
nonconsumptive recreation decision to be 
broken down into two potentially different 
but connected relationships: (1) the deci- 
sion to participate or not to participate in 
nonconsumptive recreation, and (2) the 
choice of frequency of nonconsumptive 
user hours (Heckman 1979). 

To obtain consistent coefficient esti- 
mates for the nonconsumptive user hours 
equation corresponding to the individuals 
who had positive consumption, first the 
participation equation must be estimated 
using a random sample from the general 
population. The probability of engaging in 
nonconsumptive recreation may be written 

- 

&own in Kealy and  ish hop (1986). eq. I21 also 9' or individuals at a corner of their laborlleisurr 
IY if one assumes that utility from time can be 

expressed in monetary units as a proportion of the 
wage m e .  In this case w, is interpreted as the opportu- 
nity cost of leisure. See also McConnell (1975) and 
; B ~ c k s ~ a e l  al. (1986.4-561. 

Rockel and Kealy: 

F is the standard cumulative normal 
density function and the vector X includes 
in&idual and state characteristics and pol- 
iW The vector of parameters to 
be e8thakd is p2, and OF is the standard 
deviation of the population's error term. 
&&on [6] is interesting in its own right 
as it is used for predicting population par- 
ti&ation rates in nonconsumptive wildlife 

In addition. given the estimates 
of the parameters in [6], the nonconsump 
tive r e c d o n  user hours equations [4] and 
[a be d u s t e d  for the bias fiom includ- 
ing only individuals with positive user 
hours. The selection-bias corrected regres- 
sion demand equation for nonconsumptive 
user hours is then 

The estimp of the selection bias corrected 
variable, A is obtained using the parameter 
estimates from [61 

i 5 F ( - X ~ & l ~ ~ ) l [ l  - F(-X~&~UF)I  [81 

where F(.) is the standafd normal density 
function. The value for A will vary across 
hdividuals dependii upon the values of 
their respective X2 vectors. 

The second approach to modeling the 
two decisions, the Cragg model, is similar 
to the Heckman model in that it. too, uses 
the probit (i.e.. equation [6] in the first 
stage) to estimate the probability of partici- 
pation:Then, conditional on being a partici- 
pant, m the second stage of the Cragg 
model the intensity of participation model 
is estigated independently of the first-stage 
pmbit model. This stage uses only non-zero 
participants (like the Heckman procedure), 
but the sarn~le selection rule of the second 
stage in the'cragg model depends only on 
second-stage parameters. In this way, the 
Cragg model permits zero values for the 
level of intensity. That is, 

where. 9 = F(XIP!IQF)I~ - F(XIBr!qF)I. 
Thus, factors that lduence the partctpa- 
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tion decision can bring people in and out of 
participation, but also factors that influence 
the intensity of participation (e.g., price) 
'a drive the level of intensity down to 
zero. It is this last feature that distinguishes 
the Cragg and Heckman models. 

5'. THE NATIONAL SURVEY AND HOW 
WE USED IT FOR VARIABLE 

CONSTRUCTION 

A detailed description of the survey de- 
sign appears in USFWS (1982). The rele- 
vant aspects of the survey include first, the 
telephone screening survey of U.S. house- 
holds according to U.S. Bureau of the Cen- 
sus sampling design and second, the follow- 
up personal interviews of participants in 
nonconsumptive wildlife kcreation. The 
screening survey i n t e r v i ~ d  about 120,000 
people who were asked a variety of s d  
cioeconomic questions as well as whether 
anyone in the household had engaged in 
nonconsumptive wildlife recreation. The 
survey then gathered detailed trip informa- 
tion on about 6.000 participants in noncon- 
sumptive activities. 

From the initial phone survey, we 
selected randomly 2 percent (3,136 ob- 
servations) of those individuals who had 
not engaged in taking trips to observe, 
photograph, or feed wildlife. We then ex- 
tracted 1.155 observations from those who 
took at least one trip away from home to 
observe, feed. or photograph wildlife in the 
contiguous United States and who also had 
positive values for variable costs and time 
costs per hour.6 This led to a wmbined 
working sample of 4,291 observations for 
estimating the participation equation [61. 
For the second stage we estimated a pooled 
travel cost demand equation on a total of 
1,769 observations. This total is greater 
than the number of individuals in our sam- 
ple because individuals who visited multi- 
ple sites count as multiple observations. On 

- -  - 

6As we were unable to determine the mode of 
travel for individuals, we assumed individuals traveled 
to the site bv automobile and calculated the time and 
travel costs &cordingly. We excluded therefore obser- 
vations of individuals who visited Alaska or Hawaii. 



the individuals in the sample vis- 
ited 1.53 sites. 
-:. The multistaged stratified sample design 
of the s w e y  necessitated using a weighting 
procedure for estimation because the sam- 
ple was, in part, choice based and nonran- 
dom. To correct for the randomness of the 
sample, each observation was weighted us- 
ing a sampling weight developed by the 
U.S. Bureau of the Census. The value of 
each observation's weight is the number of 
individuals that observation represents. A 
second weight was used to correct for the 
oirer-representation of nonconsumptive 
wildlife users in the sample. The true pro- 
portion of nonconsumptive wildlife users in 
+e U.S. is 17 percent (USFWS 1983). 
For our estimation of equation [q we em- 
ployed the weighted wum-l ike l ihood  
estimator and the corrected covariance 
~gatrix as described in Manski and McFad- 
den (1982); 

For the resource supply variables we 
have the total amount of forested acres by 
state and 1980 state expenditures (ia thou- 
sand dollars) on nongame wildlife pro- 
giams. We assigned these variables to our 
$dividual observations depending upon the 
individual's state of residence. For the less 
than 5 percent of the sample with missing 
data on nongame expenditures, we re- 
placed these observations with the sample 
mean. A description of the variables and 
their construction appears in Table 1. 

VI. PARTICIPATION IN 
NONCONSUMPTIVE WILDLIFE 

RECREATION 

. The results from estimating the PROBIT 
equation for participation appear in Table 
2. A number of the variables are quite sig- 
nificant. The x2 statistic with 12 d e y s  of 
freedom is 2.461.2 and the pseudoR is 0.42 
(Judge et al. 1985,767) indicating a reason- 
able goodness of fit. We compare our find- 
ings with the Hay and McComeU (1979) 
study who examined the probability of par- 
ticipation for observing wildlife and photo- 
graphing wildlife using a sample from the 
1975 National Wildlife Survey. They found 
family income divided by household size to 
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be a statistically significant predictor of p a T  TABLE 1 
ticipation as did we. Neither study found A D ~ N  OF THE VAUIABUS USED M THE PARTICIPATION AND U S ~ B  DAYS REOB~SSION~ 
the individual's sex to be a statistically sip' 
nificant variable. Following Hay and Descliption 

McConnell we included both age and ageL 1980 g m s  household inwme divided by household size. uses the midpoint fmm 
squared in our participation equation [6] cach of 9 income c!lIe3Jories: 
and found, as they did, an inverted U- (0-1) variable hdkatmg i f ~ v i d u a l  was nonwhite. 
shaped participation-age relationship. They Numkr of an individual's ycars of schdug. 
argued that including only a simple Linear Age of lhe individual. 

(0-1) variable iadlcating whetha an individual was married. 
age variable meant that the marginal effect, (0-1) variable i n d i d q  whether an individual was employed. 
of a change in age on the probability of par- (0-1) variable lndifating whether an individual was a h o m d e r .  
ticipation was constant despite the age. (0-1) variable indidng whelhtr site individual visited was a National park. 
Constant marginal changes are improbable (0-1) variable indicutlng whelhtr site indiddm4 visited is characterized as a 

over the range of the variable, so we woodland. 
(0-1) variable i n d i e  whether site individual visited is charactuizcd as a 

adopted their more realistic model. we. 
One sociwconomic characteristic re- The a v q e  prife per hour inucrred to hunt at the sita. Expenditures include the 

lated negatively to participation, minority, indlviWs cost of food, lodeio& guide fees, pack uip fees, public and private 

indicates that individuals who are nonwhite laad-we fees, and equipment rental fees. Weago costs wen calculaled as 
d t r i p  miles to the site times $.20/&, These e x p e n d i t ~ ~ ~ s  were than di- 

are less likely to participate, Most other so- vided by total hours hunting at the site. . . 
cioeconomic variables were statistically ~ h s  average p h  per hour in- to ~ s h  at the siw, ~ d i t u r e s  include the 
sigdicant and positively related to partici- i n d i m s  cost of food, lodging, guide fees, pack trifmas, public and privatc 
pation. They were: the individual's years of land-we fees, and equipment rental fees. Mileage costs were calcdaIed as 

schooling, whether the individual \Jas mar- mmdtdp miles to the site times $.2O/de. These expenditurea wen  then di- 
videdbytotalhourslbhiwatthesitc. 

r i d ,  and a retirement dummy. The employ- NO- Expenditures Amount of State Fd and Wildlife spending (h $1,000) on no- p m  in 
ment and homemaker dummies were also an i n d i v i w s  resident slate.' 
positive, but they were not signi6cant. 
Taken together, the results appear to indi- $)%% indi&t@ whether individual was r e W .  

(0-1) variable indicating if an individual is female. cate that income, education. and leisure Dependent variable in user hours w o n .  ~ o t a l  hours in 1980 to observe. ph* 
time all have positive influences on partici- tograph, or feed wildlife at least one mile away from home. Cakuked as total 
pation in nonconsumptive wildlife recre- days to each site multiplied by the average horn spent at each site. 
ation. a ravel cost The average p h  per day i n a d  to observe, photograph, or feed wildlife 

Of particular interest to wildliie manag- away fmm home. Expenditures include the indiviQual's cost of food. IodginS. 
@le fees, pack trip fees, public and private land-use fces, and equipment 

e n  are the effects of the resource supply rental fees. Mileage costs were calculated as roundtrip miles to the site times 
variables. To identify the policy variables $.20/de. ~hese  expenditures were then divided by user hours. 
most likely to have an impact on participa- Travel tlme divided by average days per trip plus time spent at the site all limes 
tion, we communicated with wildlife man- the wage rate. The roundtrip miles to each site were &st divided by 45 miles 

agers at the Fish and Wildlife Service. It per hour and then multiplied by the number of trips to each site divided by the 
total number of days to all sites. Hourly wage was calculated by dividing 

was they who suggested that we use total household income by 2,080 hours. 
forested acres by state both because these Number of forested acres in each state Cur acres thousands)? 
were the best habitat data available and be- Selection bias correction. Calculated using equation [ I l l .  

cause woodland sites are the preferred type NOIG AU d 1 ~ 8  ~ e r c  ~btsiatd (mm ths 1980 SWCY of ~isb&g. ~ u o t b ,  oad Wildlifa-Aasadated w o n  UIIIW 

of site for nonconsumptive recreati~n.~ Due indid-. 

to this preference, we hypothesized that *Source: USFWS 1983.71. 
bSource: SIarkrlcal AbsIracI 1984, 1. 

forested acres would be related positively 
to participation, which is what we found. 

. * The second state policy variable is the nature trails, guided tours, nature centers) 
B amount of State Fish and Wildlife spending and. although it had a positive sign. it was 
'The weights are normalized to sum to the number on nongame programs by the state in which insignificant. 

of observations to obtain correct asymptotic standard the individual participated in nonconsump Because each of the policy variables 
emm. tive wildlife recreation activities. We in- varied only by state, they are but crude 

'Personal communication with Warren Fisher, cluded this variable as a proxy for the qual- approximations for the quality of the par- 
Economist. USFWS. ity of nonconsumptive user services (e.g., ticular location where the individual partici- 
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tion. The results for the linear and semi-log ative sign, but it is not statistically dierent TABLE 2 
PROBIT ES~MAN OF THE PROBABILITY OF TAKINO A TRIP TO PAR~CIPAT~ IN NONCONSUMPTIVE specifications appear in the first seven col- than zero. Finally. the price of hunting is 

WILDLIFE ~ ~ c a e ~ n o ~  umns of Table 3." Although we estimated positive and significant suggesting that 
two versions of each of the models, one hunting and nonconsumptive uses of wild- 

Variable Coefftdent Std. Error imposing a value of time of 30 percent of life may be substitutes. 
Income the wage rate, and the other a value of 60 To compute welfare estimates we use 
Minoricy percent, only the former are reported in the the closed form expressions for the appro- 
Aae interest of space. The sensitivity of welfare priate Hicksian welfare measure and Mar- 
Female to the value of time is addressed below. We shallian consumer surplus corresponding to 
Married 
Education discuss the results for the semi-log specifl- both demand specifications from Bockstael 

cation because it is the better-fitting model. et al. (1986) and Arsaqjani, Bockstael, 
First note that most of the site characteris- Strand, and McConnell(1989). Welfare es- 
tic variables are significant while the indi- timates for the two estimation methods 

Homemaker 
Total forested acres 

vidual's characteristics, in general, are not (i.e., Heckman two-stage and Cragg mod- 
Nongame exp significant. Travel and time cost is negative els), the two functional forms (i.e., linear 
constant and and semi-log) and two values of time (i.e., a 

Total forested acres is positive and sig- 30 and 60 percent of the wage) are all re- 
L,ag-Likelihood - 1.677.3 
~2stricted (slopes 0) 

nificant as are the lake and woodland dum- ported in Table 4. Given our assumption 
bg-L .  - 2.907.9 mies. The national park dummy also has a involving the source of error in [4] and [5] 

chi-quared (12 d.f.1 2.461.2 positive effect on visitation as does non- 
S i c n n c e  ~ e v e l  .MK) game expenditures. but neither variable is 
Wu&R .423 

4,291 two other recreation activities, hunting and stael et al. 1986). but for comparison we 
fishing. to control for the influence of sub- include welfare calculations using actual 
stitutes andlor complements on noncon- hours as well. 

significant. We included price proxies for life recreation in our computations (Bock- 
Number of Observations 

sumptive wildlife recreation visitation deci- 
dca (1982). sions. The price of hunting has a positive 

sign and the price of fishing has a negative 
sign, but neither are signif~cant. Using a 
joint participation model. Hay and McCon- 
nell(1984) report that hunting and noncon- 
sumptive wildlife activities are comple- 
ments. 

Of the individual's characteristics. only average willingness to pay per obse 
the retirement and gender dummies have a by our estimated number of participan 
positive and significant influence on visita- and the average number of sites per parti 
tion. Income, age, and education are all in- pant (1 -53) yields a total value of the 
significant. Finally, we nofe that the source of 164.5 billion 1980 dollars. 
sample-selection coefficient, A, is positive The results for the linear specillcation 
and significant. Both estimated equations are insensitive to the source of error as- 
satisfy economic integrability  condition^.^^ 

The results for the Cragg model, also re- 
ported in Table 3, are quite similar, but 

cent increase in the total forested acres by fl- N [.-I $FI, 2 FJI - FI)] "To avoid the problem of truncated trips using the there are a few exceptions. First, age ap- ,mi-log spedfication, we arbiwy selected a limit 
s w e  would change the probability of par- 1.1 pears to have an inverted U-shape with us- pint of -5.0 [ather * zero. 
ticipation for the sample to 0.1712276 with a is the standard n o d  distribution. age first decreasing and then increasing 'We tried several other socioeconomic variables 
staqdard deviation of 0.0001657. Given the a referee observed. we may have overesti- with age. However. the retirement dummy and resource supply variables and found that none 

U.S. population of individuals 16 years old the responsiveness of individuals to changes in is not significant in the Cragg model, per- Were robust to "mode' speciffcation. Becaw the 

and older of 169.924 million (USFWS 1982, ~~~W~,"~,!~~l~~l&'?,"df  re^^^^ haps because the iduence of retirement is of these variables were sensitive to model spwihtion 
we omitted them. This did wt cause a problem as 

lo6)1 this change would lead to an increase ties offered by the state. States offering relatively few captured by the age variables. Also, the lhe p"ee was robust and swfant for BU 
of 277.000 participants with a 95 percent ?ore~ted acres may k popu~attd by people who arc level of education is negative and signiii- speciffcstions. 
prediction interval of 256,200.1° relatively less interested in forests. cant in the Cram model. Income has a neg- 'I* note 3. 
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TABLE 3 
blTMAn0~ OF MODEL RESULTS 

H e d a m  Linear Model Heckman SunEIog Model Crage Semi-log Modelb 

(2) (3) (4) (3 (6) 0 (8) (9) (10) 
(1) Gx63dent Std. Enut' t-Ratio W c i e n t  Std. Enut' :-Ratio Coe0iaent Std. Error :-Ratio 

Travel cost plus time costs at 30% -056 0.103 -5.43689 -0.0132 0.00185 -7.13514 -0.0132 0.00103 - 12.8155 
Total forested acres 0.000348 O.W% 0.701613 0.0000L6 0.000004 3.7619OS 0.000014 0.000004 3.285372 
Site is primarily woodland (0-1) 28.124 5.253 5.353893 0.42 O.OS27 7.%%39 0.42 0.0651 6:451613 
Gross income&ousehold size 0.000957 0.00106 0.90283 O.WWO2 O.OWW6 0.37XD.l -9.1JM7 0.000004 -0209n 
Age of respondent 1.404 2.667 0.526434 0.00278 0.0161 0.172671 -0.0226 0.0109 -2.41339 
A S  S S ~  -0.0235 0.0364 -0.6456 -0.00011 0.000214 -050467 0.0002S 0.000136 1.838235 
Site is primarily a lake (0-1) 18.042 6.592 2.7369S4 0.246 0.0565 4353982 0.245 0.0567 4320988 
Rice of hunting 2.656 2.097 1.266571 0.0511 0.0283 1.8056S4 0.0528 0.0258 2.04.6512 
Rice of fishing - 1.126 0.529 -2.12854 -0.0147 0.0953 -0.15425 -0.0149 0.0129 - 1.15504 

qnt is retired (0-1) 53.834 46.153 1 .I66425 0.46 0.215 2.139535 0357 0.178 1.44382 
:&%-game expenditures 0.0008U 0.00222 0.37027 0.000012 O.OW022 0.571429 O.aM014 O.WO022 0.621622 
Site is a Rational Park (0-1) 
A 44.704 45.462 0.983327 0.457 0.204 22401% 
Respondent's education -0.485 2.382 -0.20361 -0.0166 . 0.012 - 138333. -0.0321 0.00W7 - 3 . M  
Respondent is female (0-1) 13.455 5.905 2.27~~77 0.109 0.0% r . 9 ~ ~ 9 ~  0 . m  0.0557 2.244165 
CoIISCant -27.957 97.816 -0.28S81 2.404 0.455 5.283516 3.279 0.238 13.77731 
u 130.214 2.189 59.48561 1.158 0.0195 59.38462 1.1% 0.0194 5953608 

Log-Likelihood -11,116 - 2.762.4 -2,765 
Numkr of Observations 1.769 1.769 1,769 
R-squared adjusted 0.03 0.14 

~~ lor LrlaOsccdaslicily following WhifCi1978). 
bLinear Clasg Model failed lo wnvergc. 

TABLE 4 
W~LFAUE blTMAm OF N O N C O ~  U m  OF WILDLIFE 

Heckman Linear H e d a m  Semi-log Crage Semi-1- 

Weighted Aglpcsated Weighted - Weighted - 
Sample hfeacl (Mnuons) Sample Mean (Millions) Sample Mean WUiom) 3 

Time valued at 30% of the wage 
~ar~hal l ian fitted $3.122 (a) 5137,6n $178 (d) $7,849 
Marshallian actual S2.m OJ) 5118,182 $1 ,569 (el $69,189 

0 
Hicksian fitted 

01) 569,189 
$3,083 (c) $135.953 $178 (0 $7,849 GI 

Time valued at 60% of the wage 
Marshallian fitted 53.731 (a) $164526 $8.731 SSlS 0 

f 
Marshallian actual $3,069 (b) 5135.336 51.726 (el $76.112 

$22,710 3 
Hicksii fitted 53,630 (c) 5160.075 5198 (0 $8,731 SSl6 O m . 7 s  

51.801 (b) 579.420 F 
p 

'1hese~~~timat~~ar~~tio~~l~~arti~0n.~formula~vscd(o~~tbcscarclfarrglimat~a~edaphdfmm~odralsclc(~.(1986)and~rsaqjanic( 3 
at. (1989). 

( a ) ( X ~ ~ l - 2 p w h a c X o i s a m a t r i r d T o ~ m b y k l n d c p c n d t n i d l a a n d ~ i s a k  x l - d c s r i m a u d ~ ( a m a M c 3 , C o l t m u a 1 a o d q . p L h  $ 
cstlmatcd codtiehut on o m  pria. 

( W Z 2 1 - 2 p ~ Z i s t b e ~ x  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ t r n a l ~ ~ ~ ~ g a g e d t . ~ ~ ~ s c t i v i t h k  a 
[c) -@lyl * u~(~(-WIBI)I@ - p:)IIXpBJB + BI.T'I what 7 tb+ eslbakd m&derd 011 k O U %  XI h a T X k - 1 matr* olobsavatbs pad bkpcmkt nubbh $ (eacludiogtb+priccdb).andB,~ank - I x Ivcctord ~ a t s ( ~ ~ p r i b c o e l f k i m t ) . p D & l h e T x  Ipriccva&ble 
(d)-d-B(e)Z/-p(o - 117 1 4  + t l p c x , l % ) ) w h e = ~ t  x kmatrixdMewmhtrariaMcsand&isak x I v c ~ o r d e t i m a t ; d o c ~ i c h n t s ~ ~ b * 3 .  

Columns I and 3. 
(8)X28J-p[h)Zlp(i) - I l r I n ( l  + vl~(X2B~))wkereX i s a T x k +  I m a t r i x o f b d c p a d c m ~ I e s ~ a b b 3  C o l u m o I ) p l u s a n a d d e d ~ t a m ~ x  I) 

c s c i m a t e d a r : 4 ( N P ) l ~ ( N P ) w h m N i s n T x k m a t r i x d ~ ~ c n t d & ~ a a d ~ & t b e k x  ~ d a ( f m a t ; d o e f ~ d c m s ( ~ s b l e 3 , C o f m ~ s 1 d Q . ~ b h  
s tandardammaldens i tyfuact io t laad~&tbe~~~~wrmal .&bakxIxIvcdorof  ~ ~ e n t s t a d t b + ~ t O 1 l t b c & ~ t a m c h c ~  
0 rrable 3. Column Q. 

(j) Thc uegalive codticia1 rm inmme p d u d d  compuIilu tbcsc valuca. 



sumption (i.e., omitted variables or mea- 
surement error in the dependent variable). 
Also, the Marshallian and Hicksian welfare 
estimates are similar, but the different as- 
sumptions about the value of time produce 
diierences of over 10 percent in the esti- 
mates, The largest difference in welfare es- 
timates, however, is due to functional form. 
The semi-log specification estimate of $198 
per observation and $8.7 billion in aggre- 
gate is substantially less than the $164.5 bii- 
lion estimate for the linear model. The 
Cragg semi-log estimates are $515 per ob- 
servation and $22.7 billion in aggregate sug- 
gesting that the estimation method (i.e., the 
sample selection rule) can have important 
effects on welfare estimates. Finally, con- 
trary to the linear specification, for the 
semi-log specification the welfare estimates 
are sensitive to the source of error assump 
tion. This result is most pronounced in the 
Heckman model where the estimates differ 
by an order of magnitude. Our estimates of 
the welfare loss due to loss of access to 
mnconsumptive wildlife recreation in the 
contiguous United States is an underesti- 
mate. The pooled travel cost demand model 
values loss of access to each site wndi- 
tional on the unchanged characteristics of 
;ill other sites. In theory, the demand for 
the remaining sites should increase with 
each additional loss of a substitute site." 

VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

No~consumptive wildlife recreation en- 
joys wider participation than all hunting 
and fishing activities combined and yet it 
has received comparatively little attention 
in the literature (USFWS 1982, 5). This 
~ t u d y  is the first to estimate the national 
demand for and benefits from nonwnsump 
tive wildlife recreation using data from the 
1980 Survey of Hunting, Fishing, and 
Wildlife-Associated Recreation. Given the 
Bmitations of the travel cost recreation de- 
mand model, we focus only on that segment 
p f  the population age 16 or older (28.8 mil- 
.lion) who took trips at least one mile from 
home for the primary purpose of observing. 
photographing, or feeding wildlife. This 
compares with the total population of parti- 
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cipants who engaged in a nonconsumptive TABLE 5 
activity for which wildlife was the primary A COMPAWN OF NATURAL RESOURCE VALUE WTES 
purpose (83.2 million) (USFWS 1982, 4). 
Therefore, our resultant welfare measures Region and Species Studied; 

Type of Model Used Welfare Estimates 

from dl forms of nonconsumptive wildlife- 
related activities. Linear model We treat a nonconsumptive user hour as $2.450 to $2.564 yearly 

Box-Cox model S2.W to $2.135 yearly 
a generic commodity which allows US to Balkan and Kahn (1988) U.S. deer h u n k  used a linear 5 1.043 per year (in 1980 d o h )  
formulate a oneequation pooled travel wst . model' 
model for estimating the demand for visitor Lake Michigan fishery (Wisconsin $20 per day. $625 per year (in 
hours at each of the locations. TO control side): wed a linear model 1978 dollars) 

m r  and Kahn (1988) New York Marine BatAsh fishery: $%8 per ycar (in 1986 d o h )  for possible substitute activities, we include 
the prices for fishing and hunting in the de- 
mand equation for nonconsumptive wildlife 
recreation. A model for estimating the Porter's New beach $17 to $36 yearly 
probability of an individual participating in Sandy Point 51.080 to $2,757 yearly (in 1984 
a nonconsumptive wildlife activity away d o h )  

Bodrstsel. Strand. and Hanemana Southem California private boat $2.703 to $4.148 yearly Gin 1983 
from home was used to account for sample fishing: used Tobit model 
selection bias using a method suggested 'lb h o y  vscd the 1980 Survey of FWng, Huntin& and W W c  Assodated R e c d n .  

. . by Heckman. An alternative method, by 
Cragg. was also estimated for comparison 
with the Heckman model. Both models 
were also used to assess the impact of total 
forested acres by state on nonwnsmptive 
recreation decisions and to measure the ef- 
fect of a potential change in this policy vari- 
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I Paying for 

Jeanette Akerman, 

w o n  intrusion into buildings via soil 
water supply. and building mate- 

%=is now acknowledged to  be a mqjor 
health hazard throughout the world. In the 
u.S. alone, the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) estimates radon-associated 
luog cancer deaths at between 10.000 and 
40,000 per year-more than any other pol- 
lutant under its jurisdiction. Because 
a-nas of this hazard is relatively recent 
h the United States. there is little data on 
homeowner response to public appeals to  
test and mitigate high exposures (see S j 6  
berg 1989 for a recent review of existing 
studies). 

Sweden was one of the first countries to 
identify radon as a public health problem, 
to sponsor widespread testing, and to de- 
velop reliable, low-cost techniques for re- 
ducing indoor exposure levels. Data re- 
cently collected in Sweden make it possible 
to derive the first empirical estimates of 
homeowner willingness to pay to reduce ra- 
don health risks. This paper reports these 
estimates and discusses their implication 
for public policy. We conclude that the low 
value of estimated willingness to pay indi- 
cates that homeowners may have inter- 
preted the technology-based recommended 
exposure as a safety threshold. 

After reviewing the nature and regula- 
tory history of the radon hazard, wepre- 
sent a theoretical framework for modeling 
the value of reduced radon risk. The model 

~ - ~ - ~ - ~  .--- I employs a conventional state-dependent 
utility function associated with a discrete 
decidon to  mitigate or not to mitigate. In 
subsequent sections we describe the data 
collected from a sample of homeowners 
participating in a health department testing 
program and report parameter estimates 
from a binomial logit analysis. The esti- 
mated parameters form the basis for dalcu- 
lations of the probability of mitigating and 
willingness to pay for mitigation at various 

Safety: Voluntary Reduction 
of Residential Radon Risks 

F.  Reed Johnson, and Lurs Bergmun 

exposure levels and for various household 
characteristics. 

I. BACKGROUND 

Radon is a radioactive gas that is formed 
when radium decays. It is an inert gas and 
very little is absorbed in the human body. 
However, radon decay products (so-called 
radon daughters) are dangerous, being solid 
particles that can be inhaled, lodge in the 
lung, and emit alpha particles. Epidemio- 
logical studies of miners have attributed in- 
creased iycidence of lltng cancer to radon 
exposure. 

The radon protection effort in Sweden 
initially was directed entirely toward radia- 
tion from light concrete made of alum 
shale, a common building material used un- 
til 1975. It soon became apparent from rnea- 
surements that most of the indoor expo- 
sures could be traced to soil gas intrusion 
through the foundation rather than from 
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'There is some controversy about the implications 
of the'miner data for indoor exposures. Nevertheless. 
the uncertainties are much less than for most environ- 
mental risks where the risk assessment requires ex- 
trapolating from animal studies. 
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